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Marching Forward at Boutsen Aviation

Monaco, March 15, 2019 - There is an informal term in the United States dubbed “March Madness” relating to an annual
basketball championship. While we are some kilometers away from the courts, this month we have some slam dunks
of our own that we would like to share with you, including our latest additions to the listing and our sponsorship and
attendance for the upcoming Winter Aviation Summit.
Basketball is all about reaching new heights, and that is
exactly what our recently-added Airbus Helicopter will
do. The 2012 EC145 MSN 9502 is outﬁtted with Mercedes
Benz Style, creating a sleek and ﬁnished interior and
exterior perfect for traveling in style. Soaring up there
with it is our new Citation CJ2+ 525A-0383, enrolled on
Tap Elite with low hours and only one owner since new
and a 2011 Embraer Phenom 300.
“While we have a considerable number of midsized and

2012 EC145 MSN 9502

heavy jets in our listing, we ﬁnd it important to be able to
accommodate a wide range of buyers. This new EC145,
CJII+ and Phenom 300 are welcome additions to our
family of birds, and we welcome all reasonable offers for
those in the helicopter or light jet market” says Founder
and Chairman Thierry Boutsen.

2008 Cessna Citation CJ2+ - MSN 525A-0383

2011 Embraer Phenom 300 - MSN 50500068
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While the Monaco office is bustling with activity this month, President
Dominique Trinquet will travel to Vevey, Switzerland for the fourth
Annual Winter Aviation Summit, of which Boutsen Aviation is an
official sponsor.
Mr. Trinquet will speak on the panel discussion concerning aircraft
sales, and be in attendance throughout the entirety of the daylong
event taking place on March 21st. “This event has been very important
for us over the past three years” comments Mr. Trinquet, “as it is a
smaller, more concentrated gathering of those closely involved in our
industry, our sponsorship and presence allow us to have substantial
Dominique Trinquet - President

impact where it matters most.”

Hôtel des 3 Couronnes - Vevey - Switzerland

Vevey - Switzerland
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